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Abstract

The study assessed the top four mobile forensics solutions to understand the type of information that can be extracted from mobile devices. These days’ mobile devices have become very common among most individuals. However, many are not aware of the type of sensitive data and information that is stored on these devices. And, what may happen if that data falls into the hands of someone with ill intentions. Law enforcement has been struggling with crimes related to getting evidence off mobile devices to prove many case in the court of law. Along with that, law enforcement has not being able to gain enough skills and knowledge to uncover evidence off criminal’s mobile devices. The study was conducted with common mobile devices that are used these days. It will define and list out all types of sensitive information that can be obtained off newer mobile devices in a very detailed manner. And, will educate not just law enforcement, but create awareness for the mobile users within the general public.

1. Introduction

The purpose of this study is to determine the amount of data that can be accessed and recovered off of an Android mobile device. These days’ mobile devices carry a large amount of data such as media which contains images and videos. Also, data such as call logs and text messages are also stored on the devices. Furthermore, the World Wide Web can be accessed from these devices, which leads to the fact that many applications can be downloaded on to the mobile devices. Most mobile devices can store and hold up to and over 192GB worth of data. What once was known as a cellular device used only to make voice calls is now a mini hand held computer that each user carry’s around with them. That means all of their data resides on their mobile device and if it falls into the wrong hands the data could be misused or used against the device owner.

The main goal in this study is to find out how much information can be recovered from a mobile device. And, how can someone misuse this stored information if they were to illegally access and get ahold of an Android mobile device. These devices store very sensitive information such as Wi-Fi network passwords, social media logins, email access, GPS locations coordinates and banking information details and so forth. Therefore, these mobile devices have become a security risk for the average user. And, the majority of the mobile users have no idea how harmful the data can be if used against them. However, many mobile users are unaware of how serious the security breaches may be, and as to what type of damage can be caused by them. Therefore, that means a person may access the usernames and passwords to Wi-Fi networks, personal email addresses and social media logins. Then someone that
attempts and is able to steal another person’s mobile device would be able to mine out all this data. So in the long run anyone that owns and uses a mobile device would be at the same risk.

2. Benefits of the study

The benefits of the study will further help mobile users understand how unsafe their data is on their own mobile devices. But, it will also help provide other solutions to fix these weaknesses or create other controls to mitigate the security risks. Businesses that store trade secret data or other vital and sensitive data documents may think twice. Business documents could cause long term problems for a business in the case where an employee has their mobile device stolen. The mobile device engineers also may use this study to possibly find alternative methods to encrypt or secure data in a form where only the device owner could ever retrieve the data from it. Another possible idea for mobile engineers is to create a device that doesn’t store information for too long.

The study will also provide benefits to law enforcement, as it has become quite common to use mobile devices as forensic evidence in criminal and civil court cases. Therefore, the information in this study will allow law enforcement to understand what type of data can be extracted and how they can best use this data in a court of law. Lastly, another benefit would be for the mobile device consumers. If a mobile device user were to lose access to their device by forgetting their password. Then they would have a method to be able to once again re-gain access to their mobile device. And, be able to extract their lost data and retrieve it, so that they do not lose important data such as their contact lists, important messages or documents with sensitive information.

3. Literature Review

There are other similar studies that have been conducted to understand what types of forensic evidence can be obtained from mobile devices. (Glisson, 2011) has a similar study, which looks at collecting mobile devices from various places such as eBay, Craigslist and local pawn shops. Their study also performs a mobile forensic analysis on 49 mobile devices. In total 11,135 data artifacts were found from these devices. The information found was listed in a form of severity, which consisted of how dangerous or harmful the information was in terms of causing harm to the previous owner’s privacy. The type of information found were images, text messages, browser web history and list of contacts. All this information was deleted by the previous mobile device owners. However, the researchers were able to recover this deleted data that most mobile users think would have been deleted. The study concluded with the facts after analyzing all of the recovered data that potential future work needs to be done in order to ensure confidentiality for mobile user’s personal stored data. The overall message of the study brings
awareness to the second hand sellers’ market for mobile devices. And, that a mobile seller may be selling not just their device, but the information and also comes along with it. The same concept in terms of what types of forensic data that is found is similar to the objectives of this new study that is currently being researched.

A similar study completed by (Storer, 2010) also analyzed investigating information discovered from re-sold mobile devices. The study ran a phase of acquisition of all of the mobile devices through eBay. The next phase moved into the investigation phase, which applied the use of forensic applications to extract data from the mobile devices. In this study in order to verify data integrity, the researchers conducted the test twice in order to match up their findings. This then allowed them to verify if the data they extracted could be extracted again to prove that the experiment functions properly. In order to help further studies continue their own research. The findings and results were put in a database created by the researchers in order for others to match their own research conclusions. The study was conducted in late 2010, which is one reason why a new update study needs to be done. The new study then would show any new forensic tool improvements, as well as improvements in obtaining and recovering more detailed data.

A research study by (Mutawa, 2012), looks at the forensic analysis of social networking application on mobile devices. This applies to the current study since it also includes social media applications that will be placed on the mobile device. The research study of (Mutawa, 2012) looks at potential evidence on mobile devices that make use of social media. The study found that a lot of the social media data was not only stored on the social media website such as Facebook. But, that much of that same data is also stored on the users own mobile device.

4. Methodology

The project will be conducted through an experimental design, which will focus on a forensic examination on a select Android mobile device. Two types of mobile forensic software will also be utilized in order to gain access to the mobile device and extract the data from it. The assumption is that there is data stored on mobile phones, and that it can be accessed by someone that has enough knowledge to break into a mobile device and obtain all data on it. The role of the researcher is to use their forensic analysis skills to determine the best methods and procedures to obtain data from the mobile device.

The data gathering steps will be in phases, where the first phase looks at populating the data on the phone. This will create a simulation of actual activity taking place on a normal mobile device. The second phase regards obtaining and securing the mobile device. The next phase conducted will concentrate on extracting the data from the mobile device in a few different manners. The extraction will
take a physical, and logical image of the devices storage system. Later, the software will also aim at bypassing the mobile device password/login lock. The phase also aims at gathering files and data that can be accessed normally by a user that are already stored on the device. The third phase will look at finding deleted data and recovering it such as deleted images and text messages.

Another aspect that will be inspected is the use of recovering any passwords of existing Wi-Fi networks, and mobile applications such as Facebook. Afterwards the final phase will be introduced, and all of the data will be analyzed to come to a conclusion as to what type of information was obtained. After all of the phases have been completed the procedure for analyzing the data and what type of information was found and can be found will be listed. And, this is the section that will disclose what types of information was found and will be placed in a selected set of categories.

There will be set categories that will depict each category of data found as a security risk of High, Medium and Low in terms of how dangerous the obtained information may be. The impact of the research findings will help create awareness for all mobile users in terms of what type of data is stored on their device. Some data that users may think is deleted may still reside on the device and could possibly be recoverable by a person that has the knowledge and tools to do so. The other benefit would be that the study may lead to question how better information could be stored securely on mobile devices. This means that in the future based off the weaknesses found newer and more innovative methods could be integrated to allow better encryption of stored data on mobile devices.

In order to validate data and its integrity at the minimum two types of mobile software will be used to extract data from the mobile devices. Therefore, the assumption is that both mobile forensic software toolkits should be able to extract similar data. And, if both programs are able to extract the exact same data information, then the assumption is that the data is valid since it was extracted both times by both toolkits. Furthermore, the data can also be verified to see if the parameters such as date, time, etc... make sense to be in a format that fits a logical format. Lastly, the experiment will be conducted twice in order to see if the data extracted is the same and can be matched from each attempt.

4.1 – Test environment and requirements

Prior to conducting the mobile forensic analysis, a PC machine will have all of the mobile forensic software and toolkits installed ahead of time. Network access will be needed to connect to a Wi-Fi connection. The following is the list of all hardware and software that will be needed to conduct the research study.

- A Samsung Galaxy Note 4 and Samsung S 3 mobile devices
- Cellebrite mobile forensic software analysis toolkit
• Oxygen Forensics Suite
• Faraday bag
• MobilEDIT mobile forensic software analysis toolkit
• Andriller Forensics Extracting Software
• USB drive to store all of the extracted data on to

### 4.2 Phase 1 – Data Population

The devices will not need any data populated, as the devices that will be acquired will have pre-existing data on them. In order to make the study as real as possible, the mobile devices will be end up being devices that someone has already used for a while. The devices will be bought from craigslist and/or borrowed from random users, who have no problem lending their older phones that they no longer use any more. Using this technique saves additional work required to generate false information and makes it much less real in terms of user activity. Now with devices that users have utilized as most normal users would, it provides for more real and life like data on the mobile devices.

### 4.3 Phase 2 – Obtaining the Device

This phase regards obtaining the device with the assumption that the device has been left behind by its owner. This will simulate a real life situation that would occur if a device was stolen by an individual. A Faraday bag will be used to transport the device to the testing lab. The point of the bag is to block any cellular signal and service from the device to a cellular tower. This way the device owner would not be able to remotely wipe the phone data. And, it will preserve the integrity of the data on the mobile device. The following lists the steps for this phase in more detail. Figure 1.2 displays a visual representation of the below processes.

1. The device will be placed on a table in a computer lab with the battery being charged over 60%.

2. The device then will be placed off standby mode and put into Flight mode to be sure any network connection established is turned off. This is so that no one may remotely wipe the device.

3. The device then will be secured in a Faraday bag and will be sealed to prevent any wireless signal from making contact with the mobile device.
4. The device will be transported to a computer testing lab to run forensic tools to extract any data that resides on the device.

4.3 Phase 3 – Analyzing the Device

Once the device has been secured and has no access to any signal from its carrier. The device will then be ready to connect to the lab testing PC for data extraction. Special mobile forensic software will be used to analyze the data on the device. Cellebrite and MobilEdit will be used as the mobile forensic software to extract and analyze the data from the mobile device. The device needs to be checked to see if a connection can be made to remotely wipe the device from an online resource website. The remote wipe test will confirm that the device has no connection to any network or wireless carrier while it is held in the lab. The data will first look at a Physical level acquisition of data stored on the mobile device. The second part will examine a Logical acquisition of data stored on the mobile device. Lastly, the final step will examine manually viewing data stored on the device through the user interface. Figure 1.3 displays a visual representation of the below processes.

1. Keep the device stored in the Faraday bag, and examine to double check that it has sufficient battery life of over 60%. Connect a charging unit so the battery does not die.

2. Setup the mobile forensic software on the PC lab machines. Connect the mobile device to the PC lab machine through a USB and Micro wire.

4.3.1 - Physical level acquisition

4. The device will have a physical drive acquisition conducted through the software, and the data will be saved on a PC hard drive.

4.3.2 – Manual access to device

6. Use the software to bypass the login screen since the device will be locked with a pattern lock.
7. The data on the PC hard drive then will be analyzed and investigated to see what types of data can be seen, what type of data is hidden and what information it contains.

8. The device will be manually checked by swiping on it to view the menu.

9. Applications will be clicked on to open them and to see if they are active and logged in.

10. If the applications allow access, then all data that can be accessed will be tried and seen.

### 4.4 Phase 4 – Review of the Findings

In this phase all of the data findings will be organized and structured to allow for the researcher to examine the data that is present. The data will then be listed and organized according to its level of severity in terms of how much of a security hazard and risk the information can pose. Figure 1.4 displays a visual representation of the below processes.

1. Analyze the Physical acquisition drive to reveal and uncover hidden/deleted files, as well as other data such as usernames and passwords. Also look for images, contacts, text messages and other data.

2. Analyze the applications manually in order to recover any authentication credentials such as account login information. Also look for images, contacts, text messages and other visible data.

### 4.5 Phase 5 – Document all results and conclusions

The last phase will list all of the details in the research in terms of all tools used and data that was found. It will also display all of the data findings, and conclusions made from the results that were found. The study will also help pose questions on other factors that were missed or conducted for future studies. The study may leave room for potential future work. It will include all of the data in visual forms and organize all of the findings in severity groups.

**Short falls**

The research project has a few short falls when it comes down to extracting data from the mobile device. Some mobile forensic software will extract data that another type of mobile forensic software may miss. This is one reason why some analysts will use multiple mobile forensic tools to extract data in case
one tool misses some vital information. Since this project is not heavily funded, and some of the top most best mobile forensic tools costs well over ten thousand dollars. There may be some data that does not get extracted by the tools used in this study.

Some other limitations to the study are that the study will only look at mobile devices using the Android operating system. Therefore, the research may not be as useful for IPhone or BlackBerry mobile users and devices. The concepts will be the same however; the methods used in the experimental design will be significantly different. The mobile forensic software used also will differ slightly, as certain software is better suited for Apple products over Android products.

The study also may not fully follow laws that would allow the data to be admissible in court. Certain parts of the study may cause some data to be modified or altered such as when bypassing a password lock on a mobile device. Most techniques used to bypass the lock require the use of making changes to the mobile device in terms of deleting the password lock file. Therefore, in a court of law there it may be a factor that could cause the forensic evidence to be thrown out. However, hopefully this study will show that if the only alternative is to make a small change to the system file in order to bypass the lock. Then that it should be allowed as a mobile forensic practice and be admissible in court.

5. Mobile Forensics Analysis

5.1 Android Background Information

It is important to learn and understand how the Android file system functions before diving into any forensic analysis. The Android system is based off Linux, where each file defines its own set rules for management and who is able to gain access to it. For example, the system files can only be accessed and modified by a root user. Any other user will not be able to access those files at all. This measure is in place by the operating system in order to keep the device secure from authorized access to system files. The last thing anyone wants is a phone that can be modified by any user and any person that uses it.

Android Debug mode will be used in this study, as it is a means for most developers to gain access to the mobile device. There are sections that a normal user will not have access too. In the case of Debug mode, it was specifically made for developers so they could test out their custom made applications. Android Debug mode also known as ADB is used by developers for software support.

Additionally, physical extraction will also take place, which is a bit by bit copy that not only includes allocated data. But, also all unallocated data where deleted files may be present. This will be used in the study, as it will allow for the use of finding hidden or deleted information on the mobile devices. File carving is a method known to be used to uncover data. It also allows for recovering deleted
or hidden data on a storage device. Some of the forensic tools presented in this study will have the capability to help the analyst file carve through lots of data.

Data is stored in partitions and each partition has its own role.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>system</th>
<th>Has bulk of the platform including the root filesystem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>boot</td>
<td>default bootimage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recovery</td>
<td>Recover boot image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cache</td>
<td>Could store temporary app data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>misc</td>
<td>Some say it is for controlling device modes etc. Not very clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data</td>
<td>contains user installed apps and data for the apps.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.1

### 5.2 Phase 1 – Android Devices to be studied

For the purpose of this study a few different devices were used in the experiment. The primary devices used were a Samsung Galaxy Note 2 and a Samsung Galaxy S3 mobile device. A few secondary devices were also used such as two Motorola Razors. For a small portion of breaking lock codes a few older Motorola Razor mobile devices were used. Though the Motorola devices are not Android based, they were used to study the actual concept of being able to bypass locked mobile devices. Fortunately, data was already present on all of the devices, and therefore, no data needed to be populated manually. Many apps were already pre-existing, as it made known by the previous owners that there would be some form of residual data present.

### 5.3 Phase 2 – Obtaining the Device
Figure 5.3

The device was 60% charged and acquired from a forensic lab. It was placed in Airplane mode and was placed in a faraday bag. This prevents the device from connecting to its carrier network or any other network. The device then was transferred to a personal lab that was setup with various types of forensic software. Another reason why this step is necessary is so that the mobile device cannot be remotely wiped by someone. If there is a steady network connection, then someone such as the device owner could potentially remotely wipe the mobile device. And, this would make recovery of any forensic data much more difficult if not impossible.

Figure 5.3.1

The faraday bag is shown in Figure 5.3, and the mobile device was placed into the bag. Each mobile device that was tested was placed into this Faraday bag. This was to be sure it would not be able to reach or connect to any type of carrier network connection what so ever.
Also, to be extra cautious, the device was also put into Airplane mode. This mode can be enabled even if the device is locked, as no password or pass lock credentials is needed. You may simply hold down the power button till a “Device options” menu pops up as shown in Figure 5.3.2. From here clicking on the Airplane mode button puts it into Airplane mode. And, this will disable all network connectivity on the mobile device including Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and Data.

5.4 Phase 3 – Analyzing the Device

In this stage a few different types of forensic software tools were used to extract information from the devices. The tools also were used to break into locked phones, and to gain access to the device. The tools that were used are Andriller, Cellebrite, MobilEDIT and Oxygen Forensics. The study will be able to uncover which tools were able to gain the most information. But, also will allow an analyst to verify the integrity of the data and, that the information found was also found by another forensic tool.
5.4.1 Andriller Analysis

Andriller is a fairly new forensic tool that has been released recently. It was created by a single developer as a project for fun, but slowly has led to becoming one of the cheapest priced and efficient android forensic tools out on the market. The software has a free trial for thirty days to really see how the software functions. For this tool to function you must have a rooted mobile android device. Or, a mobile device that has USB debug mode enabled. Otherwise, Andriller will not work unless and give out an error message till one of the requirements is met. In the case of this study we are assuming that USB Debug mode is enabled on the device when it is acquired.

![Andriller Software Output](image)

*Figure 5.4*

The software will list all the processes as it goes along scanning and extracting all of the information. Some of the information has been hidden in order to protect the privacy of the device owners. The concept however still remains the same for any other device that has any information extracted through Andriller.
Andriller is able to break through locked screens with a password, gesture patterns, or PIN’s enabled. Most mobile devices these days will have some sort of lock on it to prevent unauthorized access. However, if the phone is rooted, then Andriller is able to crack and break into the mobile device. In the case of this study we do not have root access to any of the mobile devices. Therefore, there will be no method to test or analyze any of the lock screen bypassing tools as shown in Figure 5.4.1. However, if there was root access, the analyst would be able to download the appropriate password.key or gesture.key files. These files then would be loaded into Andriller and allow the software to run different patterns and selections till it finds the correct gesture, PIN code or password that device owner has assigned or normally uses.
Figure 5.4.2

Figure 5.4.2 shows the list of applications that Andriller is able to decode and extract off a mobile device. However, not all of them can be extracted, as some applications will need root access. In the case of this study ADB, which is also known as USB debug mode access is used and the phone is not rooted. This means that only certain application data will be extracted depending on what type of access is needed to obtain the information. For example, WhatsApp chat messages may be extracted, however, since there is no root access to grab the encryption keys from the system files. The forensic tool will not be able to decrypt the WhatsApp chat logs.
In order to run the analysis, the mobile device is connected through a USB connection from the mobile device to the PC. Andriller is run on the PC and the “Check” button is clicked to verify that Andriller can connect to the mobile device. From there once the device is recognized it will list RSA key as shown in figure 5.4.2. This occurs so the PC and mobile device can create a secure connection. And, it allows the analyst to gain comfort in knowing the transmission is secure and specifically between only the PC and mobile device.

![Image of Allow USB debugging dialog box]

Figure 5.4.3

Click okay to allow the PC machine to connect to the mobile device through USB debug mode. Now, going back to Andriller, the “Go” button is clicked on to start the extraction process. All of the information from the mobile device now will slowly get extracted, as the process will take quite a lot of time. Once the extraction process has fully completed a completed message will appear on Andriller.
Once Andriller completes its extraction it will present the analyst with a report page as shown in Figure 5.4.4. From here on the analyst can click on the links to view the detailed reports. The reports will also be shown further below in greater detail.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADB serial</td>
<td>42f88a1699fe9fe7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shell permissions</td>
<td>shell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer</td>
<td>SAMSUNG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>SGH-T889V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMEI</td>
<td>785134965462486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android version</td>
<td>4.4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build name</td>
<td>KOT49H.T889V/1LUDNH2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local time</td>
<td>2015-01-25 00:03:17 Pacific Standard Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android time</td>
<td>2015-01-25 00:03:09 PST</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Accounts:**
- com.google: vancouver_hitman@gmail.com
- com.osp.app.signin: vancouver_hitman@gmail.com
- com.android.email: vancouver_hitman@gmail.com
- com.meetup.auth: vancouver_hitman@gmail.com
- com.dropbox.android.account: vancouver@gmail.com
- com.facebook.auth.login: vancouver_hitman@gmail.com
- com.sec.android.app.sns3.facebook: Henry Wilson
- com.whatsapp: WhatsApp
- com.twitter.android.auth.login: hwilson
- com.sec.android.app.sns3.twitter: hwilson

**System:**
- Wi-Fi Passwords (7)

**Web browser:**
- Android Web Browser History (119)

**Android E-mail:**
- Android E-mails (2)

**Communications data:**
- Samsung SMS Snippets (479)

**Applications data:**
- Tinder Matches (48)
- Tinder Messages (662)
**Wifi Passwords**

[Wi-Fi Passwords]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SSID</th>
<th>Password</th>
<th>Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Starbucks</td>
<td>Kingsway</td>
<td>WPA-PSK2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home</td>
<td>password</td>
<td>WPA-PSK2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admin's Network</td>
<td>llikecheese54567</td>
<td>WPA-PSK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7Y5HH</td>
<td>W3lc0m3t0H3I323</td>
<td>WEP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCITLab</td>
<td>m59dj58dutn5455</td>
<td>WPA-PSK2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Langara</td>
<td>L5nY7K3B449LoP</td>
<td>WPA-PSK2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayan Resort</td>
<td>Enj0yY0ur$Stay4550</td>
<td>WPA-PSK2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This report was generated using Andriller*

*http://andriller.com*

**Figure 5.4.5**

Wifi passwords were found on all of the Samsung mobile devices. And, it seems that the passwords are not encrypted in any manner. The Wireless network name (SSID) is listed, as well as the password (pre-shared key). It also lists the type of encryption used for the wireless connection. Overall, this report shows that obtaining wireless passwords is fairly easy, and can allow you to enter into any of these wireless networks fairly easily. This makes it easier for a hacker to steal a mobile device, extract the Wi-Fi passwords. And, then potentially head out close to the device owners home to connect to their wireless network. After that, the hacker could potentially run all sorts of attacks on the network, or even sniff out all of the network data. Sniffing network data simple refers to the fact that someone is able to read all data that is sent through the network. So usernames, passwords, credit card numbers and other valuable personal information could potentially be stolen and obtained by the hacker.
### Browsing History

Andriller is also able to find and include web browser history in its report. This report is from all browser types, such as the default Samsung browser, as well as Google Chrome, Firefox and many others. The report lists the Website Page Title, the URL to that website, the time it was last accessed, and the frequency of times the page was visited by the user. This information would be very useful for forensic investigations if someone was visiting a particular website relating to certain subject matter pertaining to a case.

### Android Emails

Andriller is also able to find and include web browser history in its report. This report is from all browser types, such as the default Samsung browser, as well as Google Chrome, Firefox and many others. The report lists the Website Page Title, the URL to that website, the time it was last accessed, and the frequency of times the page was visited by the user. This information would be very useful for forensic investigations if someone was visiting a particular website relating to certain subject matter pertaining to a case.
Andriller also has a report on all of the email accounts on the mobile device. As well as the emails recently sent and received by the user. The details in the report are listed with the sender and recipients email addresses, the content of the email, any attachments that were included, and the time it was sent or received.

**SMS - Text Messages**

![Table of SMS Snippets](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Snippet</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12762</td>
<td>-1778777650</td>
<td>Jake</td>
<td>Hahahaha</td>
<td>Inbox</td>
<td>2015-02-25 01:23:34 UTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12761</td>
<td>+17787776590</td>
<td>Jack</td>
<td>Let's fight today. Metro town at midnight!</td>
<td>Sent</td>
<td>2015-02-25 01:17:06 UTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12755</td>
<td>6045835522</td>
<td>Dr Chod</td>
<td>I just left you a message (18s). Call 00021 to lis</td>
<td>Inbox</td>
<td>2015-02-22 23:54:42 UTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12750</td>
<td>6044350999</td>
<td></td>
<td>I just left you a message (13s). Call 00025 to lis</td>
<td>Inbox</td>
<td>2015-02-22 23:54:42 UTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12746</td>
<td>-17783468150</td>
<td></td>
<td>No just sell them</td>
<td>Inbox</td>
<td>2015-02-22 22:07:30 UTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12745</td>
<td>77934368150</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hi do you also rotate and change tires</td>
<td>Sent</td>
<td>2015-02-22 03:16:51 UTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12742</td>
<td>-16048373921</td>
<td>Mom</td>
<td>Come home for dinner I made KFC finger ling good,...</td>
<td>Sent</td>
<td>2015-02-22 03:44:37 UTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12722</td>
<td>-16043373493</td>
<td>Homie J</td>
<td>I got the weed and guns you wanted home</td>
<td>Sent</td>
<td>2015-02-15 02:12:13 UTC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.4.8

There is a report also generated for all SMS - Text messages on the mobile devices. The report lists the phone number, the context of the text messages, as well as if it was sent or received, and at what time. This allows a forensic analyst to map out relationships with the mobile device owner with the contacts.
Tinder - Matches

Andriller was able to extract information from Tinder, a dating application used by the user. It lists the pictures of matches the user got, the name of the person, when they matched and were last active on the application. The important part here is the User ID, as it could be used to target individuals through the Tinder systems. And, it could pose as a security risk for these Tinder matches. Additionally, there have been many cases of abuse, kidnap or rape from women that have used this app. Therefore, by being able to extract and recover forensic data on Tinder matches and chats. Law enforcement would have some evidence to back up a case where a woman might have been abuse by someone she met on Tinder.

Figure 5.4.9
**Tinder – Conversations**

![Tinder conversations table]

Lastly, the report also included information regarding not only the Tinder matches. But, all of the conversations the user has on Tinder with the name of the match, the message and times it was sent or received. This type of information once again could be seen and viewed as valuable information in a forensic investigation for law enforcement.

### Short Falls

One major short fall is that Andriller can only extract information if you actually have access to it. By that, it means you must be able to get past the locked screen (password, gesture, PIN code etc...). Otherwise, the software cannot extract any data at all, as it either needs debug mode enabled or root access on the mobile device. And, the only method to enable debug mode is to already have access to the devices menu. The only other way data can be extracted is if the device has been rooted. If the device is rooted, then Andriller is able to obtain the maximum amount of data, which essentially is just about everything on the mobile device.

For future improvements, one wish would be that the software is able to automatically able to gain root access to the mobile device. It would provide a most useful feature, and would make this one of the best Android Mobile forensic tools out there. If Andriller can root a device, then the software can gain pure access to the whole device and all parts of it without any access limitations or restrictions. Lastly, Andriller
should add in a database viewer, so that an analyst is able to sift through any application data that may have no report generated on it.

5.4.2 MobilEDIT Analysis

MobilEDIT is known more for its capabilities to provide backup solutions for mobile devices. However, there is an extended edition which also provides forensic tools for law enforcement and forensic analysts.

![MobilEDIT Interface](image)

Figure 5.4.11

When MobilEDIT is opened it will display many options as shown in Figure 5.4.11. Once the mobile device has been plugged into the PC USB device. The next step is to click on “Connect your phone now”, and this will start the extraction process.
As the extraction takes place details will be listed of the types of items, files, folders and applications that are being extracted from the mobile device. This process will take quite a lot of time, as the forensic tool will dive deep into the mobile device to grab as much data as it can access and reach. The more data that is on the mobile device, the longer it will take to extract it. For example, if there are many emails stored on the device with large attachments. Then the extraction process will take much longer, as it has to extract all of the large attachments along with the emails. Many chat logs also for applications such as WhatsApp are fairly large. Therefore, the extraction process can take a large amount of time to complete.
Once all of the data has been extracted from the mobile and the process has completed. The analysis page will pop up displaying information about the mobile device as shown in Figure 5.4.13. From here the User Files button is selected to view files on the device.
Figure 5.4.14

The User Files shows a list of folders and data that was extracted from the mobile device. As an example, the Snapchat application folder was selected. Once within the folder a list of images and videos can be seen. And, these images and videos can be opened up to be viewed for any type of evidence.
Applications

Figure 5.4.15

Clicking on the Applications button will display a list of all applications on the device as shown in Figure 5.4.15. And, all of these apps can be backed up for safe keeping. The purpose here is to understand what types of applications reside on the device, as it will lead the analyst to further dig out information on select or all apps. The analyst may be looking for a specific type of application. This option makes a great way to map out the applications and possible type of information on the mobile device.
Another application that showed up is called WhatsApp. The profile pictures of the users contact members are stored on the device. Therefore, an analyst would be able to possibly get a visual on who the user interacted with on WhatsApp. The biggest issue is that the WhatsApp chat logs are all encrypted, and cannot be read by any normal database viewer. In this case the WhatsApp encrypted logs cannot provide much help. However, if you mix multiple tools such as Andriller and MobilEDIT. Then the analyst may be able to decrypt the WhatsApp chats, as Andriller provides the capability to decrypt WhatsApp messages. Though the analyst will need root access to obtain the msgstore files and the encrypted key file from the device.
Even though the chat logs are encrypted, the profile pictures are not. And, this can still be used as good evidence. The pictures are also named with the convention of the contacts phone number. Therefore, the image can always be traced back to a phone number being used on WhatsApp. In the example of Figure 5.4.17, the number was hidden for privacy reasons.

**Short falls**

Similarly to all of the other mobile forensic tools, MOBILedit also needs USB debug mode enabled or a rooted mobile device. Otherwise, it cannot perform any useful tasks such as extracting any important data off a mobile device. Therefore, the device has to be rooted or in debug mode. And, many mobile devices will not incorporate either of those methods by default. There is no database viewer though an analyst can view the physically extracted information in a HEX editor. But, a database viewer would be ideal to make it easier for an analyst to be able to dig deeper into the databases of each application. Overall, this forensic tool is best for creating backups of mobile devices. As it is fairly limited in its forensic capabilities for anyone that would wish to perform major forensic techniques.
5.4.3 Cellebrite

One of the better and more efficient forensic tools out on the market is called Cellebrite. This is a tool that seems to be widely used by law enforcement, as well as by many top forensic businesses and companies. The more positive thought regarding Cellebrite is that it does have a list of all of the supported phones and models the device supports. Cellebrite is also known to be able to bypass locked phones and can break into devices to gain access. Law enforcement at times may have no way to get the password or unlock codes to mobile devices. Therefore, a tool like Cellebrite comes in handy to gain access to the device and extract important information. The Cellebrite device used in this study is not the current version. As there is a newer UFED device released by Cellebrite. Therefore, the study will have some limitations with Cellebrite gathering data on the newer mobile devices.

Figure 5.4.18
The Cellebrite device has access to all types of USB to phone connectors. There is a USB wire provided by Cellebrite for practically every type of mobile device out on the market. The mobile forensic device can save extracted data to a USB for viewing on a normal computer machine. This way data extraction can be done on the spot rather than having to take the mobile device into a lab. Cellebrite provides practically every possible USB wire to connect any mobile device with its forensic device. In the case of this study wire #100 was used to connect to the Samsung S3 and Note 2 devices.
Figure 5.4.20

Once the Cellebrite UFED device has been turned on, a menu will appear on the screen. The steps to connect a mobile device to the Cellebrite device are fairly straightforward. The first step is to connect the mobile device to the Source connection on the Cellebrite device via USB. The second step is to insert a USB drive on the Target port of the Cellebrite device. The important factor here is that the USB drive is equal to or larger than the size of the mobile device's internal storage drive. An easy way to identify the size of the internal storage drive is to take out the battery cover and battery. Below the battery, there is information listing the model number. If the model number is searched on Google, it will lead to a specifications website, which will list all of the details regarding the mobile device. In the case of this study, a 64GB DURACELL USB drive was used to store all of the extracted data from the mobile device.
In figure 5.4.21 the mobile device is an older Motorola Razr mobile device, which happens to use a 4 digit PIN to unlock the device and again access to it. Newer devices also use a PIN system, but now may use more than four numbers for a PIN. The password function was not supported for the Samsung S3 mobile device. Therefore, for the purpose of this study and general curiosity, the experiment was done with an older mobile device. The mobile device is connected once again via USB to the Cellebrite system. In the menu the “Password” option is selected. This then runs the password PIN scan, which will process and complete within a very short time frame.
Once the PIN code has been found, it will display it on the Cellebrite device as the “User Code”. This can then be used to enter into the mobile device to gain access to it. Most new mobile devices do not just use a PIN any longer. And, therefore, this technique may no longer work for newer phones. The new types of pass locks are Gesture patterns, PIN’s and alphanumerical passwords.
Now, the extracted PIN password can be entered into the mobile device. As it should now allow access to get through the PIN lock code. And, as Figure 5.4.23, it shows access to the mobile device. Cellebrite was able to break through unlock PIN codes for older Motorola Razr phones. This then gives the forensic analyst access to the device, and allows them to enable USB or Debug mode on the mobile device. It also allows for being able to manually view the device data.
The device will also display the data progress bar as it is being extracted along with the total progress. Once the device has completed the extraction it will display a completed message. The next step is to take the USB drive and view the data on it from any computer machine that has a web browser.
Cellebrite will automatically generate a report onto a USB device. The information then can be viewed by opening the Report.html file with any web browser. It will load all of the relevant documents in a web browser for the analyst. It lists important information about the device itself, such as the model number, type, and other details. It also lists what type of information was extracted from the device, such as SMS test messages, contacts, call logs etc....
Phone Contact List

### Phone Contacts

Total Entries: 5
PBB MD5 Hash: D479F53D6059501C8956AF873CD1DC02
PBB SHA256 Hash: 34514F2D95DE4EA022586B2FD6B683CAB656C58C4AEF38D13DFADC3340

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Phone Type</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>Jake Evans</td>
<td>Memory, Phone</td>
<td>160042578956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2</td>
<td>Biggie</td>
<td>Memory, Phone</td>
<td>177865996327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>Horrie J</td>
<td>Memory, Phone</td>
<td>17786426676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4</td>
<td>Ralph</td>
<td>Memory, Phone</td>
<td>160048136744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5</td>
<td>Bj</td>
<td>Memory, Phone</td>
<td>160044753659</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.4.26

A list of all phone contacts is shown in a separate report indicating the names and numbers of all contacts on the mobile device. The details are very brief, but it allows for a forensic analyst to map out contacts and phone numbers.
SMS – Text Messages

Phone SMS - Text Messages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date &amp; Time</th>
<th>SMS C</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Folder</th>
<th>Storage</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>17797770590</td>
<td>Jake</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Inbox</td>
<td>Inbox</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Incoming</td>
<td>Let’s fight today. Metro town station midnight!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>17797770590</td>
<td>Jake</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Sent</td>
<td>Sent</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Outgoing</td>
<td>I just left you a message (16s). Call 00021 to lis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>60463522</td>
<td>Dr Chod</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Inbox</td>
<td>Inbox</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Incoming</td>
<td>It’s just you a message (16s). Call 00002 to lis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>604435599</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Inbox</td>
<td>Inbox</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Incoming</td>
<td>I just left you a message (16s). Call 00002 to lis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>+1770345150</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Inbox</td>
<td>Inbox</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Incoming</td>
<td>No just call them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7783458150</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Sent</td>
<td>Sent</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Outgoing</td>
<td>Hi do you also rotate and change times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>16064373921</td>
<td>Mom</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Sent</td>
<td>Sent</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Outgoing</td>
<td>Come home for dinner I made KFC finger-licking good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>16064373453</td>
<td>Home J</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Sent</td>
<td>Sent</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Outgoing</td>
<td>I got the weed and guns you wanted home</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.4.27

A list of all SMS text messages is shown in a separate report indicating the names, phone numbers, if the text is incoming or outgoing, and content of the text messages on the mobile device.

Images

Figure 5.4.28

A list of all SMS text messages is shown in a separate report indicating the names, numbers, incoming, outgoing and content of the text messages on the mobile device. The details of the image are listed, such as the length, width and resolution of the image, as well as the date and time of when it was taken.
Short falls

Cellebrite, while it has many upsides, it was not the best with extracting application data. This also could be due to the fact that this was the older Cellebrite model. The newer UFED may possibly be built and able to detect certain or all types of apps. However, for this study Cellebrite provided only basic forensic information from all mobile devices. Therefore, if basic details such as text messages and call logs are needed, then this device seems to do a great job. However, if analysis on applications needs to be done or emails need to be extracted. Then, this device lacks in that department quite a bit, and would probably not be the most useful tool to use for an investigation.

5.4.4 Oxygen Forensics Analysis

Oxygen Forensics is a whole forensic suite which comes with various types of different forensic tools. When you first load the software, it will install certain mobile device drivers automatically so it can communicate with the mobile device right from the start.

![Driver Software Installation](image)

Figure 5.4.29

The great thing about Oxygen Forensic is that it comes with a whole list of all drivers for various mobile devices. Therefore, you can run an analysis offline and need no Internet access to download any additional drivers. This makes this software convenient for forensic analyst that need to work offline or away from a forensic lab. The mobile device is connected to the PC machine through a USB cable. Then Oxygen Forensics is run on the PC machine. It will automatically pick up and identify the mobile device. And, it will ask to confirm if the user wishes to have the mobile device connect to the PC workstation. Once the user accepts the connection, the software will start to extract all data from the mobile device.

Oxygen Forensics also has an option to try to root the mobile device in order to bypass the locked screen. In the case of the study, the devices were not used through that option. There is a risk of...
destroying the mobile device when rooting it. Oxygen Forensics also mentioned this when trying to root the mobile device. For the purpose of the study and with limited resources, the mobile devices were not rooted and no attempt was made to root them.

Figure 5.4.30

Now, once the mobile device has been hooked up via USB from the mobile device to the computer workstation. The software will automatically pick it up and ask to confirm if wants the users to extract the data. Once yes has been selected, it will start to process and extract all of the data. The time it took was quite a while, as there was lots of data to be extracted. And, Oxygen forensics seems to do a very detailed search for data on the mobile device.
The software will first make a backup of the mobile device in case something goes wrong with the extraction process. This way if the device ever needed to be restored, then there is a copy of the mobile device information to revert it back to its normal prior state.

The various steps will extract different portions of data within the mobile device. The mobile devices contacts, text messages and various application data will be extracted in separate instances. Each extraction will list details of what the software is reading off the device. And, the extraction can take quite a while to complete.
Figure 5.4.33

Once the software tool has completed the extraction process it will display a section as shown in Figure 5.4.33. The details of the mobile device are listed, such as the IMEI number, if the device is rooted, the type of device and the software revision number. All of this information is important, as it can be used to further find more information relating the device to its owner.

The type of data that was extracted through Oxygen Forensic is the following:

Figure 5.4.34
**Wifi Passwords**

![Wifi Passwords](image)

Wi-Fi passwords were easily found listing the wireless network name (SSID) along with the password to that network.

**Browser History**

![Browser History](image)

The browser history was easily found and broken down into detailed fields, such as Account name, bookmarks, history, thumbnails and cookies. All of this information can help an analyst track a user's online behavior and activities.
Phone Contacts

The phone contacts was easily found and broken down into detailed fields, such as contact name, phone number, and when the user last contacted them.

Call Logs

The call logs are also included in the final report and display the time stamp of the calls, the phone number of the party calling and receiving the call, as well as the call duration time.
SMS/Text Messages

Figure 5.4.39

All of the Text messages were also extracted listing the recipient and sender of the messages. Also included is the subject of the messages and the time it was sent or received on the mobile device.

Application data

Figure 5.4.40

Finally, there is a list of all applications that are on the mobile device. Some applications are known well or are extremely popular. And, in that case Oxygen Forensics has built reports on certain applications. For the non-popular applications, Oxygen Forensics allows the analyst to view all of the application data within its database. This method allows the analyst to dig into the database to view the type of data that is stored per an application.
Since Twitter is a fairly common application known and used on mobile devices, Oxygen forensics has built a method to detect for any Twitter application data on mobile devices during extraction. The report displays all of the Twitter accounts on the device, how many followers and users are being followed. It also lists all of the users’ tweets, search history and files such as images that were posted on the users’ Twitter account.
Instagram

Instagram also is a fairly popular application on most mobile devices. And, it seems that Oxygen Forensics also notices this app and creates a report on it. The report lists the account name, and all of the search history.

Meetup

The figure 5.4.43 above shows the database and files for the application called meetup. Now to get more information regarding the application, there is a method to view and search through the application database. There is a way to click on the ".db" file and open it in a database viewer such as SQLite Viewer. The database viewer will allow the analyst to find other data within the database. And, this is a good way to find sensitive information that may otherwise not be found automatically by the forensic tool.
The other great feature that Oxygen Forensic brings to the table is the SQi Database Viewer. Application data is all stored as a database on the mobile devices. This creates a mechanism to view the schematic, schema and data within this database. However, much of it must be deciphered by the analyst, as the data will not be placed in an easy to read report or form.

Short Falls

Oxygen Forensics was able to get the most data out of all of the forensic tools. However, it was only able to provide reports on certain popular applications. Many other applications requires much more work for the forensic analyst. The databases are available for the analyst to search through for additional information. However, it would save much more time if more common application reports were generated after the extraction. Another issue is that Oxygen Forensics was not able to decrypt any of the WhatsApp chat logs that it had found. If there was some sort of mechanism or decryption setting, then it would provide much more help when trying to access encrypted chat logs for certain applications.

5.5 Manual Extraction
In the case when no forensic tools are available, or the tools are not able to extract any mobile data. The last resort is to manually bypass the pass lock and view the data on the mobile device. The downside to this type of analysis is that you will most likely modify information on the mobile device. And, this type of analysis may not be forensically sound in the court of law. By viewing information on a mobile device, copying or reading information can cause data to become modified. And, therefore there could be a loss or corruption of data on the device. This type of extraction should normally be never done unless access is needed to certain applications. For example, access might be needed to the users Facebook account. However, the password may not be known or stored on the device. Yet, the application could still be logged and signed into the Facebook account. Therefore, entering into the phone and clicking on the Facebook app would then give the forensic analyst the ability to access the users Facebook account.

7. Review of Findings

Overall, based off the study and experiment conducted it was found that Oxygen Forensic was the best forensic software tool to extract data from an Android mobile device. It was able to provide the most useful information, as well as allowing a method to go in and find data for yourself through its database viewer. It also has a method built in to possibly root or gain access to locked devices. However, the equipment available for this study did not allow for the ability to take a risk of rooting the phone. As rooting a mobile device can also cause it to cease to function if done incorrectly.

I also did not find any data for stored GPS location data. This could be data that is stored under certain apps, which the forensic software tools could not extract due to insufficient permissions and access. The study also never looked at analyzing rooted android mobiles devices, as it’s possible more
data could've been extracted or seized. Lastly, there was no forensic analysis done on the RAM on any of the mobile devices. To gain access to the ram normally root access is needed. There is a good chance that sensitive and useful information is stored in RAM. And, therefore, further studies need to be done to uncover findings within the RAM of mobile devices.

8. Conclusion

The overall security for most android mobile devices is pretty good. Unless the mobile device has been rooted, or has debug mode enabled. It is fairly secure from having any of its content and data exposed to strangers. It also makes it very difficult for law enforcement to perform any sort of forensic analysis on android devices. Hopefully, as time goes on the forensic tools will find methods to temporarily gain root access. As this would allow forensic analyst to get the information they need from the mobile devices. The last problem posed is the fact that possible future mobile devices may come pre-encrypted. This would mean that not even the mobile device manufactures would have access to decrypt any of the data on mobile devices. And, this further provides larger and more difficult problems for law enforcement. However, the current tools do provide fairly excellent options and definitely can provide evidence in court regarding information stored on mobile devices.

Definitions

**Cellebrite**: A type and name of mobile forensic software used worldwide to extract and analyze data from mobile devices.

**Faraday Bag**: A plastic bag that is made of material that blocks airwaves and other wireless signals. It creates a seal around an object to block it from any wireless signal reception.

**Logical Acquisition**: A copy of multiple file structures on a single hard drive storage space. Such as C: drive, D: drive, E: drive.

**MobilEdit**: A type and name of mobile forensic software used worldwide to extract and analyze data from mobile devices.

**Physical Acquisition**: A copy of the whole hard drive storage space with everything as one whole file or set of data.
**User Interface:** The design and look that is seen for an application. In this case it is the screen shown for a mobile device and how things are displayed on the phone.
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